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ABSTRACT: The development of ultrasonic imaging techniques is optimized using
artificial tissue phantoms before the practical applications. However, due to the strong
attenuation and dispersion, accumulated fatty tissues can significantly impact the
resolution and even feasibility of certain ultrasonic imaging modalities. An appropriate
characterization of the acoustic properties on fatty phantoms can help the community
to overcome the limitations. Some of the existing methods heavily overestimate
attenuation coefficients by including the reflection loss and dispersion effects. Hence,
in this study, we use numerical simulation-based comparison between two major
attenuation measurement configurations. We further pointed out the pulse dispersion
in viscoelastic tissue phantoms by simulations, which barely attracted attention in the
existing studies. Using the selected attenuation and dispersion testing methods that
were selected from the numerical simulation, we experimentally characterized the
acoustic properties of common fatty tissue phantoms and compared the acoustic
properties with the natural porcine fatty tissue samples. Furthermore, we selected one
of the tissue phantoms to construct ultrasound imaging samples with some biomasses. With the known attenuation and dispersion of
the tissue phantom, we showed the clarity enhancement of ultrasound imaging by signal post-processing to weaken the attenuation
and dispersion effects.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the human body, soft tissues, like fat, muscle, ligaments, and
tendons, connect and provide support and protection for
structures and organs.1 Most tissue phantom research focuses
on mimicking the mechanical, acoustic, and biomedical
properties since natural tissues are expensive, inconsistent,
and hard to preserve.2 One of the major obstacles to
ultrasound diagnostic in a clinic setting is the high dispersion
and dissipation of the soft tissues in heavy body fluids or high
body mass index environments.3−5 The studies of the acoustic
properties of tissue phantoms can pave the way to further the
development of medical imaging techniques and their practical
applications by accurately representing the actual human
tissues. Many approaches were mentioned in the existing
literature to improve ultrasound resolution. Vogt et al. have
demonstrated high-resolution ultrasound imaging methods and
the practical performance using high frequency photoacoustic
imaging.6,7 Recent attempts have been directed toward
applying machine learning techniques to medical images to
enhance accuracy in diagnosis.8−10 AI-assisted diagnosis is
possible with well-understood tissue phantoms for generating
an AI training bank without using a massive quantity of natural
human tissues, which has considerable uncertainties.11

However, the acoustic properties of the tissue phantom and
the natural tissues need to be studied thoroughly and

associated with their elastic properties and, more importantly,
correctly distinguished to attain this objective.
Among all the acoustic properties, speed of sound,

impedance, attenuation, back-scattering coefficient, and non-
linearity parameters have been extensively studied.12−15 One of
the significant characteristics of acoustic waves, dispersion, is
rarely discussed or considered in prior works, although
dispersion critically influences the temporal resolution in
ultrasound imaging. This study examined the acoustic
properties, especially the dispersion coefficient of four widely
used soft tissue-mimicking materials: gelatin, agar, silicone
rubber, and agarose, using the proposed technique. Gelatin gels
and agar gels are the earliest soft tissue-mimicking material for
ultrasound imaging due to their closeness to soft tissue
mechanical and acoustic properties, relatively low cost, and
convenience.5,16 Agarose is a natural polysaccharide polymer
with unique biocompatibility, thermoreversible gelation
behavior, and physiochemical feature used for tissue engineer-
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ing applications.17,18 Silicone rubber-based gels are mainly for
skeletal muscle19 and breast-related research.20,21 Moreover,
researchers mix other ingredients into those gels to tune the
acoustic properties. This study will also investigate the acoustic
changes induced by adding evaporated milk into gelatin22 or
mineral oil into silicone rubber23 at different concentrations.
The acoustic attenuation is generally considered the primary

factor affecting the ultrasound imaging clarity due to the
characteristic acoustic properties of the tissue phantoms.
However, in principle, the attenuation can only reduce the
signal-to-noise ratio of the collected signal, which is not
directly affecting imaging clarity. However, the dispersion of
the acoustic waves due to the medium’s elastic properties can
lead to a temporal pulse broadening, resulting in a lower
temporal resolution to yield an inferior image quality. The
dispersive properties of the biomaterial will help tailor tissue-
mimicking phantoms for ultrasound-based diagnostics. It will
be especially useful for developing elastography since tissue-
mimicking phantoms with well-defined acoustic properties,
dimensions, and internal structures are necessary for calibrating
and characterizing ultrasound imaging systems. Furthermore,
materials with tunable ultrasound properties are essential for
biological tissue replacements, medical devices, ultrasound
diagnostic, and drug delivery systems.24

Acoustic properties such as the group velocity dispersion,
attenuation, and frequency-dependent dispersion within
conventionally used soft-tissue phantoms have been studied.
Most prior work on the ultrasonic characterization of the
biomaterial is limited to estimating acoustic attenuation of
tissue phantoms. However, the attenuation coefficients are
generally overestimated due to the contribution from reflection
and dispersion within the tissue medium. In this study, we
performed numerical simulations to present the performance
and suitability of the conventional bistatic immersion test for
acoustic attenuation measurement. The performance was then
compared with the monostatic in-air test method developed in
this work using the experimental setup shown in Figure 1. The
acoustic properties of the tissue phantoms were compared with
natural porcine samples with an excess of fatty tissue.

2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1. Density Calculation. To compare the density of

tissue phantoms with natural tissues and calculate the acoustic

properties, we used the traditional weight divided by volume
methods to calculate the density of tissue phantoms. A
precision balance 440-47N from KERN with a resolution of 0.1
g was used for measuring the weight. A 6 in stainless steel
vernier caliper was used to measure the dimensions of the
tissue phantom with an accuracy of 0.02 mm. The density ρ of
the samples was calculated via ρ = m/v.

2.2. Numerical Simulation. In this study, all the
numerical simulations were performed by finite element
analysis (FEA)-based numerical simulation software: COM-
SOL Multiphysics. The pulse waveform in the simulation was
expressed as x(t) = sin (2πf 0t)e−f 0(t − δT0)d

2

, where f 0, T0, and δ
were the fundamental frequency, period, and delay of the
pulse, respectively. All the temporal domain numerical
simulation models were studied in a time range from 0 to
100T0 with 0.2T0 intervals. The numerical simulation cases can
be grouped into two cases, bistatic transmission tests and
monostatic time-of-flight tests. The samples were placed in a
water ambient domain in the bistatic simulation. The acoustic
emission source and boundary detection probe were located
on two sides of the water ambient domain. The distance
between sample surfaces and source/probe was larger than the
operating wavelength following the practical experimental
setup from some literature. The outer boundary of the water
ambient domain was set to impedance boundary conditions
with the acoustic impedance value of water, which can
represent a large enough water tank in a practical case to
eliminate the reflection from the water tank walls. In
monostatic instances, the samples were apart from the acoustic
emission source with a thin layer of coupling material. We used
a 1 mm-thick water layer as the selected coupling material with
a much smaller operating wavelength. The outer boundary of
the sample in the monostatic simulation was set up to sound
hard boundary that refers to a reflection boundary condition to
eliminate the energy radiation, which was comparable to the
practical sample/air impedance mismatch conditions in the
experiments. The tissue phantom sample in the numerical
simulation was set with speed of sound and density values of
1600 m/s and 1200 kg m−3, respectively.

2.3. Experimental Setups. For measurement, a JSR 500
pulse/receiver and Tek 3024b 2.5GHz oscilloscope were used
to generate and acquire data. Olympus 1 MHz 1″ V302
transducers were used in a monostatic setup. The dispersion
and attenuation in a monostatic (pulse-echo) arrangement
required gain on the pulse-echo, resulting in significant signal
distortion. The selection of the bistatic arrangement decreased
experimental error induced by dispersion, attenuation, and gain
on detected ultrasound. Pulses were measured at 22.4 °C
(room temperature). The sound propagation speed in the
samples using standard time-of-flight techniques was calculated
from the ratio of specimen thickness to sound wave transit
time. The accuracy of the setup was verified for DI water.

2.4. Biomaterials Materials. 2.4.1. Gelatin with Evapo-
rated Milk. The gelatin phantoms were made with Knox
unflavored gelatin powder, ranging around 200−225 blooms
defined by the manufacturer. Evaporated milk (Nestle ́
Carnation Evaporated Milk: Vitamin D added) containing
6.3% fat was used to replace the water to increase the speed of
sound and attenuation of the final product.25 We used weight
percent to calculate the percentage of evaporated milk and
gelatin powder. A precision balance 440-47N from KERN with
a resolution of 0.1 g was used for measuring the weight. For

Figure 1. Monostatic experimental setup for the acoustic property’s
measurements.
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example, in Figure 2, 0% evaporated milk means plain 10 wt %
gelatin phantom. Evaporated milk (25%) means 25 g of
evaporated milk and 75 g of deionized and degassed water with
10 g of gelatin powder. Evaporated milk (50%) means 50 g of
evaporated milk and 50 g of deionized and degassed water with
10 g of gelatin powder. For 0% evaporated milk gelatin gels, we
poured 100 g of deionized and degassed water in a sanitized
800 mL PYREX beaker. A Corning PC 420 hot plate stirrer
with a temperature range from 25 to 500 °C and stirrer speed
from 60 to 1100 RPM was used to mix and heat the mixture of
evaporated milk and water. We first heated the water to boiling
temperature, then put the gelatin power, and thoroughly
stirred until all the powder was fully dissolved. We poured the
80 °C evaporated milk into the mixture and stirred until a
uniform liquid was formed. This mixture was cooled at room
temperature to 40 °C before pouring into a greiner bio-one
CELLSTAR cell culture six-well plate with 550 × 300 × 245
mm for molding. We measured the acoustic properties of the
gels after 24 h of curing time under room temperature.
2.4.2. Agar Tissue Phantoms. Agar is a polysaccharide

vegetarian substitute for gelatin extracted from red algae, such
as Gracilaria and Gelidium. Agar powder, 100% nature
seaweed by ECO-TASTE, was used to make agar gels with 5
and 10 wt % concentrations. For 5 wt % agar gels, 5 g of agar
powder was dissolved in 100 g of deionized and degassed
water, and the mixture was heated up to the boiling point and
kept for 2 min with constant stirring.18 The mixture was then
cooled down at room temperature for 24 h. We used the same
six-well plates to mold the agar gel phantom. The 10 wt % agar
gel follows the same procedure. We used 10 g of agar powder
and 100 g of water.

2.4.3. Agarose Tissue Phantoms. Agarose is a linear
polymer of agarobiose, a disaccharide made from D-galactose
and 3,6-anhydro-L-galactopyranose.26 Agarose was purified
from agar or extracted from red seaweed.
The agarose tissue phantoms were used to mimic fatty tissue

phantoms according to the study of Ortega et al.27 The
ingredient includes agarose (0.6 g), tri-distilled water (20 mL),
neutral detergent (4 mL), and mineral oil (20 mL). In our
research, we selected agarose powder A1700 from Benchmark
Scientific. The procedure was as follows:
1. Measuring the quantification of the materials.
2. Mixing the tri-distilled water with neutral detergent and
stirring until obtaining a homogeneous solution.

3. Adding the mineral oil to the mixture.
4. Heating the mixture to 65 °C.
5. Adding agarose powder and stirring well.
6. Pouring into a six-well cell culture plate same as before
and cooling under room temperature.

2.4.4. Silicone Rubber with Mineral Oil. Silicone rubber
phantoms are generally used to mimic realistic-shaped human
phantoms due to their flexibility and durability.28 Unlike
gelatin, agar, or agarose biopolymers that contain over 80% of
water and have a stiffness similar to soft tissues, silicon-based
phantoms have a wide range of mechanical properties that can
provide additional advantages and wide applications, such as
tumor mimicking, breast mimicking, and needle insertion
simulation.23 Since silicone rubber does not contain water,
they do not suffer from evaporation or bacterial growth,
making them a good candidate for combining with other
materials such as nanoparticles, glycerin, and oil to provide a

Figure 2. Photographs of the tissue phantom samples and one of the fatty pork samples.
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variety of optical properties.29 In this study, we used OOMOO
30 Tin-Cure silicone rubber from SMOOTH-ON to make
tissue phantoms and doped it with different percentages of
mineral oil to tune the acoustic properties. The procedure
follows the manufacturer’s instructions.
We first measured equal amounts of liquid parts A and B,

mixed liquid A with the corresponding percentage of mineral
oil, then combined with liquid B, stirring the mixture until
rubber contents were mixed thoroughly, then poured over the
prepared six-well model, and let it cure to a solid, flexible
rubber mold.
All the gelatin and silicone rubber samples were performed

with the degassing process. In the case of agar and agarose
samples, the samples were separated into two cartographies
specifically with and without degassing processing.

3. THEORY
3.1. Attenuation Measurement. A very simple mono-

static experimental setup was used for the attenuation
measurement through the biomaterials, as shown in Figure 1.
In the acoustic attenuation measurements, we separated the
work into two parts. The property was determined in the
temporal domain and frequency domain. As the conventional
method described, the amplitude reduction of the pulse
through the tested sample was estimated as group attenuation.
The effect is contributed by the energy dissipation of all the
frequency components in the pulse envelope and the out-of-
phase effect between the frequency components. The values
were calculated by the expression
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where A is the attenuation coefficient, p2 and p1 are the
maximum points of the pulse amplitude of the first and second
roundtrip reflections, and d is the twice sample thickness along
the wave propagation direction.
In addition, to separate between the dispersion effect-

induced amplitude decreasing on the pulse envelope and the
energy dissipation on the frequency components, we have
translated the collected pulse envelope into the frequency
domain to find the magnitude drop of each frequency
component, which described accurate attenuation. In this
work, we notated it as frequency-dependent attenuation, as the
following expression shows
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where A( f), p2( f), and p1( f) are the frequency-dependent
variables.

3.2. Frequency-Dependent Speed of Sound from
Time Domain Sound Wave Propagation. We aim to
estimate the frequency-dependent speed of sound from the
time-dependent signal as measured in the sample compared to
that in water. The linear response theory is applied to calculate
the frequency-dependent speed of sound.
We start with the equation19

=
+
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c f
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water
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sample (3)

where csample is the speed of sound for the sample, Δt( f) is the
time delay at a given frequency relative to water, cwater is the
speed of sound of water, and dsample is the sample thickness. For
dispersive media, Δt and csample are frequency-dependent
functions, whereas cwater remains constant since the water is
non-dispersive media.
A time-dependent pulse is characterized by its frequency-

dependent Fourier transform. To determine Δt( f)from the
time domain data, the causality principle is used to describe the
recorded wave signal in a linear system,30y(t), as

= ·y t s t t r t t( ) ( ) ( )d
t

(4)

where s(t) is the impulse response of the sample material and
r(t) is the reference signal from pure water. Applying the
convolution theorem to eq 4, we get a linear relation for the
Fourier transforms

= · = · · ·Y f S f R f x f e y f e( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i f i f( ) ( ) (5)

Here, S( f) and R( f) are the Fourier transforms of the signal
from sample and water, respectively.α( f)and β( f) refer to the
phase of the waveforms, and x( f) and y( f) represent the
frequency-dependent amplitude of the Fourier spectra.
The response function S( f) can also be written in a standard

complex form, frequency-dependent representing exponential
decay19

= ·S f e e( ) i t f f d2 ( ) ( ) sample (6)

The time delay at a given frequency of sample as compared
to pure water31 is

=t f
f

( )
2 (7)

Substitution of eq 7 into eq 3 results in the final frequency-
dependent speed of sound
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1. Numerical Simulation for Optimization of the

Experimental Setup. It was observed from our initial results
that the attenuation values obtained from the experiments were
generally much lower than in the reported literature.13,22,32,33

After careful investigation, we observed that the experimental
setups for determining attenuation were significantly different.
Typically, the bistatic immersion configuration was used to
estimate the acoustic properties in these experiments. The
transducers were placed a few wavelengths away from the
tested sample. The estimated attenuation of the signal included
the reflection and dispersion effects. However, it is necessary to
differentiate these effects from the energy loss in the signal
since the attenuation effect is more composition-dependent
than the fabrication process and microstructure-dependent to
involve dispersion. In our proposed experimental setup, the
transducer is in contact with the soft tissue samples or the
tissue phantoms. It eliminates the effect of reflection, and the
transmitted signal is affected solely due to the attenuation
within the tissue. These numerical simulations reflect the
difference in the acoustic wave propagation in our setup
compared to that of other previous reports.
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4.1.1. Reflection in the Conventional Bistatic Setup.
Initially, numerical simulations were conducted based on the
conventional bistatic experimental setup reported in the
literature. This technique measures the acoustic transmission
signal from the sample in water ambient. The sample was
placed in water with the source and received transducers on
the two sides, as illustrated in Figure 1. The transducers were
usually kept apart from the sample by a distance longer than
the operating wavelength. The measured acoustic properties
are highly dependent on the alignment, sample surface
conditions, and water conditions using this configuration.
Figure 3 shows the simulated pulse propagation in terms of

acoustic pressure. Figure 3A−E on the left column represents

the pulse propagation with solely the transducer. Figure 3F−J
on the right column depicts the pulse propagation through the
gel without a finite attenuation. The experimental config-
uration on the left shows that the pulse propagation from the
transducer is not affected by the surrounding media as there is
no back reflection of the pulse. Figure 3G−J shows the back-
reflected pulse from the gels indicated within the red-dashed
block. For a transducer located a few wavelengths away from
the gels, the energy loss by reflections (r1 and r2) may be
incorrectly accounted for as attenuation. It can yield an
incorrect inference of the acoustic loss or absorption in an
ultrasonic imaging or tissue characterization modality. This
extent of the reflection losses also depends on the difference in
the elastic properties of the tissues with respect to the ambient
water medium. When the sample properties are significantly
different from water, the disparate sound speeds and the
density difference will introduce significant uncertainties in the
attenuation values from the conventional experimental setup
reported in the literature.
Figure 4A shows the simulation result in terms of acoustic

pressure for the monostatic experimental setup. Figure 4B
illustrates the attenuation of a propagating wave within a

medium that includes the first and second roundtrips. Close
contact of the acoustic source with the tissue eliminates any
loss due to multiple intermediate reflections. It ensures that all
the energy loss is due to attenuation only in principle.
Figure 5A shows the simulation results from the bistatic

immersion setup on two tissue phantoms with a slight
difference. Gel 2 has a 5% higher speed of sound and density
value than gel 1, and both gel 1 and gel 2 are considered non-
dissipative without finite attenuation coefficients. Due to the
higher speed of sound and density values on the gels, a higher
transmission amplitude than water was expected. However, the
result shows the energy loss due to the additional reflections.
Although the attenuation coefficient is zero for both cases, the
amplitude still shows a difference between the gels and the case
without any sample. Moreover, due to the higher sound speed
and density of gel 2, the larger impedance mismatching
between gel 2 and water transferred more energy into the
reflections. It results in a transmitted pulse intensity lower
through gel 2 than in gel 1. Therefore, the energy loss from the
impedance mismatch between ambient water and samples will
also account for the attenuated signal in this configuration. The
transmitted pulse ratio obtained from the signal through the
gel (blue or red line) and the water ambient (black line) yields
the gels’ attenuation coefficient. The observed loss in the
transmission signal amplitude is introduced in this measure-
ment setup without the actual attenuation or dissipation within
the sample. Therefore, the measured acoustic attenuation
coefficient can be significantly overestimated with this bistatic
experimental setup. The difference in the amplitude due to the
energy loss will become even more pronounced as the
difference in speed of sound and density value is further
increased.
Figure 5B shows the result from the monostatic contact

measurement method proposed in this study. The two pulses
are reflected from the first and second roundtrips in the plot.
The attenuation can be estimated from the ratio between those
two pulses. On comparing the amplitude of the two echoes,
only a negligible amount of energy loss due to the divergence
of pulse can be observed in this case. Hence, in a practical case,

Figure 3. Pulse propagation simulation in terms of acoustic pressure
using the suggested setup from the existing literature. (A−E)
Reference measurement without the sample in the water ambient
with the period of time for wave propagating from left to right. (F−J)
Measurement with the sample placed in the water ambient with the
period of time for wave propagating from left to right. In the
subfigures, T refers to the emission source transducer. R indicates the
receiver transducer port. In the red dash boxes, r1 and r2 were the
reflection waves from the sample surfaces.

Figure 4. Simulation configuration and results for the acoustic
property measurement setup with the transducer attached to gels. (A)
Monostatic setup we suggested for the acoustic properties’ measure-
ment using the information of the first and second roundtrip
reflections. (B) Numerical simulation results of the wave propagation
behavior in terms of acoustic pressure from time t1 to t4.
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it implies that the only significant contribution to the energy
loss is due to the attenuation within the sample in this
monostatic configuration compared to the additional loss from
reflection with the conventional bistatic measurement
configuration.
4.1.2. Dispersion. To account for the dispersion, a

viscoelastic damping parameter is introduced in the simulation
of gels with and without damping for the bistatic immersion
configuration. Besides damping, the gel (without any
attenuation) was assigned the identical sound velocity and
density values as water to eliminate any reflection in this part
of the study. In Figure 6A−C, we have depicted the acoustic
pressure field for the acoustic wave propagating from the
emission port to the receiver port. In Figure 6D, we can
observe that the dispersive gel with damping has a significantly
lower amplitude than the non-dispersive gel. The dispersion

also results in an elongation of the temporal pulse width. This
pulse broadening and the reduction of the peak pulse
amplitude reduction due to dispersion may erroneously
account for the attenuation within the medium.
Time-of-flight measurement is the most common way to

measure the speed of sound value. The technique highly relies
on seeking the peak amplitude of pulse envelopes. However,
the dispersive nature of the medium results in a significant
pulse shape distortion. From the point of view of energy
dissipation, the dispersion effect does not directly dissipate the
total acoustic energy of the pulse envelope. However, the out-
of-phase component due to the dispersion reduces the peak
amplitude of the source pulse and has commonly been
considered as an attenuation. Comparisons found that the
standard time-of-flight techniques underestimate the speed of
sound by up to 10%, with variation in the frequency-dependent

Figure 5. Comparison of temporal delay between two kinds of experimental setup. (A) Result from the bistatic immersion test, gel 1, and gel 2, in
which gel 2 has a 5% higher speed of sound and density compared to gel 1. (B) Result for the monostatic contacting measurement methods.

Figure 6. Summary of attenuation and speed of sound values for different kinds of tissue phantoms in this study using the conventional methods,
which did not include any frequency dispersion effect. (A) Attenuation in dB/cm. (B) Group velocity in m/s. The properties in this figure
estimated from the pulse envelope information. The horizontal axes indicate those conditions. The two bars in pork fat were the samples without
and with skin. Five bars in silicone rubber referred to the different oil percentages from 10 to 50% with 10% intervals. Five bars in gelatin referred to
the different milk percentages to replace water from 0 to 100% with a 25% interval. For the agar 5 and agar 10 samples, the five bars indicated the
degassing process time from 0 to 4 min with 1 min intervals. The four bars in agarose samples referred to the degassing process time from 0 to 3
min with 1 min intervals.
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speed of sound reaching as high as 200 m/s in the ultrasonic
range of 0.2−0.8 MHz for bulk poly(vinyl alcohol) poly(N-
isopropyl acrylamide) hydrogels.34 The frequency dispersion
further induced frequency-dependent dynamic elasticity in the
hydrogels.35 These findings can better characterize acoustic
properties and higher resolution in ultrasonic imaging with
dispersive media.
Acoustic pulse can accurately represent the dynamic

elasticities of low dispersive or non-dispersive materials.
Short pulses offer increased resolving power, especially in
imaging or mapping mechanical properties, especially along the
propagation direction. Short pulses feature a broadband
frequency spectrum containing a wider range of frequency
components. The relatively consistent behavior throughout a
wide range of frequencies is centered at the fundamental pulse
frequency. The fundamental frequency is well characterized in
the analysis. For non-dispersive materials, the pulse’s peak
maxima are proportional to its fundamental frequency.
However, frequency dispersion effects on the pulse envelope
in a strong dispersive media can introduce inaccuracies into the
traditional sound calculation speed as the time-of-flight
measurements are exclusively assigned to a single frequency.
A significant difference between the actual time-of-flight and

attenuation of the fundamental frequency can occur due to
dispersion-induced out-of-phase effects. By correctly account-
ing for dispersive contributions, measurements that account for
the frequency-dependent speed of sound can provide deeper
insight into a material’s mechanical properties. It is especially
important in systems that use conventional approaches to
assess the speed of sound and other mechanical properties
using the center of a pulse envelope or the first detected peak
for analysis. Inhomogeneous distribution of materials with
different acoustic impedances and dispersions will strongly
affect ultrasound imaging, especially for biomaterials. Analyzing
the temporal elongation introduced in the pulse due to the
dispersion in calculating the flight time and attenuation can
provide deeper insight into the material, enhancing the depth

and attenuation resolution caused by scattering or spatial
inhomogeneity.

4.2. Experimental Measurements. Frequency (1 MHz)
was initially used to operate with a long enough wavelength of
the ultrasound to study the frequency-dependent attenuation
and dispersion effect. Due to the existence of smaller air
bubbles and internal layer structures in some of the tested
samples, additional inhomogeneity can play a role in the tested
medium with higher frequency. With a long enough operating
wavelength for those internal structure sizes, the samples can
still be considered homogeneous within the homogenization
approximation limits used for the modeling. The additional
impacts from the incoherent scattering can be properly
minimized from the frequency-dependent attenuation and
dispersion measurements.
The similarity between the tissue phantoms and natural fatty

tissues was claimed in terms of the sound velocities and
attenuation in the existing literature.27 However, the tissue
phantom and the porcine samples show drastically different
attenuation when the reflection losses are eliminated. Figure
7A summarizes the attenuation and speed of sound values for
all the tissue phantoms and porcine samples involved in this
study. This figure shows that the natural porcine fat sample has
a substantial attenuation (3.2−4 dB/cm) compared to the
tissue phantoms (1−1.5 dB/cm). The agarose tissue phantom
has a relatively high attenuation among all the tissue phantoms
due to the neutral detergent. The significant difference in the
group attenuation between the involved tissue phantoms and
the natural fatty porcine samples was possibly due to the
incomparable internal structures. The fatty porcine samples
had more highly non-homogeneous internal structures than
the relatively homogeneous mimicking tissue phantoms.36,37

The additional energy loss in the fatty pork tissue due to
internal scattering and back-scattering dissipates the trans-
mitted acoustic pulses. The attenuation of sound waves in the
tissue phantoms was increased by introducing the oil or milk
into the phantom tissue recipes. The additional component in

Figure 7. Dispersion contribution to energy dissipation. (A−C) Numerical simulation results of the acoustic pressure fields of the acoustic pulse
propagating through a sample with the dispersion effect but a negligible attenuation effect. (D) Collected acoustic signal from the simulation (A−
C), showing that the damping-induced dispersion decreased the received pulse amplitude by the out-of-phase effect.
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the gel recipe increased the non-uniformity in the products,
especially in the case of agar, agaroses, and silicone rubbers�
the addition of oil-formed liquid−solid hybrid structures in the
tissue phantoms. Part of the oil was stored in the phantoms as
liquid pores but not well bonded, which enhanced the acoustic
group attenuation values. The acoustic property of some tissue
phantoms is time-dependent after being made due to
dehydration and degradation. We performed acoustic monitor-
ing on agar, gelatin, and silicone rubber posted in the Appendix
section (Figure A1). Nevertheless, compared with the actual
fatty pork samples, a significant difference still exists in acoustic
attenuation. It means that if we want to use the mimic tissue to
test the ultrasound imaging system or characterize the imaging
signal, then increasing the thickness of the tissue phantom
sample can be an alternative solution to compensate for the
attenuation difference between the natural fatty tissue and
tissue phantom.
Figure 7B compares the measured group velocity of sound in

various materials. The overall trend is that silicone rubber has
the lowest speed of sound value at around 1050 m/s. The 5 wt
% agar gels have the highest speed of sound value at around
1550 m/s; other tissue phantoms have a similar speed of sound
value, and it is comparable to the natural fatty tissue, which is
around 1450 m/s. For the gelatin doped with evaporated milk,
as the percentage of evaporated milk increased, the speed of
sound value also increased from 1350 to 1500 m/s. For the
silicone rubber mixed with mineral oil, as the mineral oil
percentage increased, the speed of sound value decreased from
1090 to 1000 m/s. In comparison, we found that 10% agar
gels, agarose gel, and milk gelatin have a speed of sound similar
to the fatty porcine samples, around 1 MHz. The oil-filled
silicone rubber shows the lowest sound velocity in this study.
The tested results showed that the evaporated milk could
increase sound speed, and mineral oil will reduce the speed of

sound for tissue phantoms. Pork fat in room temperature and
human fat at body temperature are different. However, both of
the media can all be grouped into solid−liquid hybrid phase
matrices together with high water-content hydrogel tissue
phantoms. The temperature-dependent acoustic properties of
those matrices would be very complex. Along with the ambient
temperature increase, the solid matrices usually have
decreasing speed of sound and increasing acoustic attenuation
due to the increasing molecular distance. However, the liquid
phase material in the matrices usually has increased sound
speed and decreased acoustic attenuation due to the increasing
molecular vibration. Further experimental measurement is
necessary to determine the temperature-dependent acoustic
properties.
Due to the strong viscoelastic nature of polymetric gel

materials, the acoustic and mechanical properties are highly
frequency-dependent. In the range of a longer operating
wavelength with respect to the gels’ microstructure, the gels
show higher dynamic elasticity and speed of sound with higher
operating frequency. The frequency-dependent speed of sound
properties of pork fat, silicone rubber with mineral oil, and 10
wt % gelatin with evaporated milk are plotted in Figure 8. In
Figure 8A, skinless pork fat has more significant dispersion
than pork fat with skin. In Figure 8B, pure silicone rubber has
the most extensive dispersion, and silicone rubber with 10 wt
% mineral oil has the second largest dispersion. The dispersion
values between 20 and 30 wt % mineral oil and between 40
and 50 wt % are very similar. The result suggests that mineral
oil actually decreases the tissue phantom’s dispersion. In Figure
8C, 10 wt % gelatin with 100 wt % evaporated milk exhibits the
highest dispersion, while pure 10 wt % gelatin and 10 wt %
gelatin with 25 wt % evaporated milk have similar and least
dispersions, respectively. The result suggests that evaporated
milk can increase the dispersion value of gelatin tissue

Figure 8. Dispersion summary for (A) pork fat with skin in the red line and pork fat without skin in the blue line (B). Silicone rubber with mineral
oil varying from 0 to 50 wt % in 10 wt % intervals and (C) 10 wt % gelatin with evaporated milk varying from 0 to 100 wt % in 25 wt % intervals.
(D−F) Frequency-dependent speed of sound contours of the 5% agar gels, 10% agar gels, and agarose tissue phantoms with and without vacuum
processes.
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phantoms. In the agar-based gels, the air void commonly exists
in the products due to the shorter curing time, which strongly
deviates from the acoustic properties. Figure 8D−F compares
the dispersion behaviors of 5 and 10% agar tissue phantoms
and agarose tissue phantoms with and without the degassing
process, respectively. The frequency-dependent sound velocity
has an overall increase contributed by the vacuum process in
all three tissue phantoms due to reducing the air volume
fraction. From the contours, we observed that the frequency
dispersion effect was not uniform in the agar tissue phantoms
without the degassing process. This non-uniformity can be
caused by large voids comparable to the size of the wavelength.
After the vacuum process, the uniformity in the frequency
dependence of the sound velocity of the 10% agar tissue
phantom is enhanced. In the 5% agar tissue phantom samples,
the phase velocity referred to the decreasing void volume
fraction but still with a size comparable to the operating
wavelength. From the phase velocity maps, the observation
clearly showed that the acoustic dispersion effect in the tissue
phantoms was highly dependent on the composition ratio and
fabrication processes that have barely been pointed out in the
existing literature. To properly determine the dispersive sound
velocity in natural tissue and tissue phantoms is a necessary
procedure for accurate development or training on biomedical
ultrasound imaging.
Figure 9A shows the attenuation value for tissue phantoms

in dB/mm. Attenuation of ultrasound waves is generated by

reflections, divergence, scattering from inhomogeneities, and
dissipation. Among these factors, dissipation is the most
significant source of attenuation in diagnostic ultrasound.
Higher frequency waves are attenuated more quickly than
lower frequency waves and yield smaller penetration depths for
imaging applications. There is a trade-off between higher
resolution at a higher frequency and deeper penetration depths
at a lower frequency. This figure indicates that the porcine fatty
tissue has the highest attenuation, which indicates that higher
frequency ultrasound will not have deep penetration in this
medium. Figure 9B summarizes the normalized dispersion
properties of the tissue phantoms. The normalized dispersion
was estimated by subtracting the frequency-dependent speed

of sound function from the speed of sound at the lowest
frequency component within the bandwidth under inves-
tigation. In this plot, we can see that 10 wt % agar gels have the
highest dispersion, and 5 wt % agar gels, on the other hand,
have the lowest dispersion value. Gelatin gels with evaporated
milk have the closest dispersion value compared to port fatty
tissues, which means that gelatin is a potential candidate for
mimicking fatty tissue phantoms in terms of dispersion value.
As stated before, the dispersion value can affect the temporal
resolution by elongating the pulse width; proper dispersion
characterization is vital for ultrasound imaging.
In Figure 9C,D, the gray lines indicate the property of water.

In Figure 9C, acoustic impedances were calculated using the
equation z = ρc for plane wave, where ρ is the density of tissue
phantoms and c is the speed of sound of tissue phantoms. As
shown in Figure 9C, the impedance value of water at room
temperature is around 1.5 MPa·s·m−1. Due to the lowest speed
of sound of the silicone rubber compared to other tissue
phantoms, silicone rubber has the lowest impedance value.
Agarose has an average density of less than 890 kg/m3, which
is the lowest among all the samples. Therefore, agarose also has
a relatively low impedance value. The rather large contrast of
the impedance value between silicone rubber, agarose, and
water in the frequency range from 0.5 to 1.5 MHz will provide
a clear signal. However, for pork fat, gelatin, 5 wt % agar, and
10 wt % agar, there is an intercept with water in the frequency
range of 0.5−0.75 MHz. There will be a cloaking effect around
the intercept frequency range, which means that the similar
impedance value fails to provide a clear signal during
ultrasound transmission and blur imaging. Figure 9D shows
the plot of the index of refraction. The change in direction
when ultrasound waves are transmitted into another medium is
refraction, an essential characteristic in some clinical imaging
applications. The value of the index of refraction for water at
room temperature is 1. Other than silicone rubber, all the other
tissue phantoms have an intercept of the index of refraction
with water, and the imaging will get distorted around the
intercept region.

4.3. Demonstrating Clarity Enhancement by Includ-
ing Attenuation and Dispersion Corrections. The above
additional acoustic characterizations can combine with post-
processing techniques and enhance the resolution of ultra-
sound imaging in a lab environment at the current stage. For a
proof of concept, we collected a set of the raster-scanned
ultrasound imaging data of gelatin-sealed biomasses (Figure
10A) with the experimental configuration shown in subfigure
B. The four samples were categorized into a homogenized
artificial material (gum), biomass with relative uniform
elasticity (green bean), biomass with a smooth, hard skin
(corn), and biomass with a rough hard skin (dry grape). The
echo-intensity and time-of-flight information were collected
from the temporal data set, which were constructed into the
echo-intensity image and time-of-flight image in subfigures C
and D, respectively. The normalized echo-intensity and time-
of-flight images were posted in subfigures E and F, respectively.
Based on the pre-characterization, the acoustic dispersion and
attenuation effects were weakened by the frequency domain
normalization of the phase delay and absolute amplitude in the
10% gelatin tissue phantom. Inverse Fourier transformation
converted the normalized frequency domain data back into the
temporal domain. The normalized frequency domain data was
converted back into the temporal domain by inverse Fourier
transformation.

Figure 9. Summary of the frequency-dependent acoustic properties of
all the tissue phantoms involved in this study. (A) Attenuation, (B)
normalized dispersion, (C) index of refraction, and (D) acoustic
impedance.
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From subfigures A and C to F, the clarity enhancement in
echo-intensity images (from C to E) was significant. The
attenuation and dispersion effect normalization provided more
distinguishable contrast gelatin background and imaged
targets. The sizes of the objects became more comparable to
the photograph. The dispersion correction weakened the
gelatin curing and induced residual stress between the

biomasses.38 From the contribution of the shear modulus of
gelatin tissue phantoms, the harder biomasses surrounded by
gelatin have an effectively higher deformation resistance at the
gelatin side around the sample/gelatin interface, which blurs
the target boundaries of biomasses. The elimination of the
dispersion effect in gelatin further cleared the sample-
background boundaries in the echo-intensity image, especially

Figure 10. Raster scan constructed ultrasound images of dry grape, gum, corn, and green bean in a 10% gelatin tissue phantom. (A) Photograph of
the sample. (B) Illustration of the side view of the scan configuration. (C) Raw echointensity imaging. (D) Raw time-of-flight imaging. (E)
Dispersion and attenuation normalized echo-intensity imaging. (F) Dispersion and attenuation normalized time-of-flight imaging.
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around corn and green bean. Compared with the time-of-flight
images (subfigures D and F), the post-processing highlighted
the shape of the dry grape due to the elimination of the pulse
dispersion from the high roughness dry grape reflection
surface. Furthermore, in the lower region (Y = −5 to −15 mm)
of the time-of-flight images, the corn and green bean were
cloaked in the raw time-of-flight image. However, after the
normalization of attenuation and dispersion effects, in the
processed image (subfigure F), we can see two shadows
located at the corn and green bean positions with
approximately correct shapes. The presence of the two
shadows was contributed by the boundaries between gelatin
and corn/bean in the processed image due to the correction of
sound-velocity-mismatching induced pulse dispersion. In
general, the results showed an apparent enhancement in the
clarity of the ultrasound images, such as the conventional A or
B mode-like imaging configurations. For practical applications,
more studies need to be conducted, such as pre-character-
ization of attenuation and dispersion effects on the real fatty
tissues and soft tissues, system integrations, and developments
of the longitude-wave-based imaging system.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied the acoustic properties and the
corresponding experimental methods of some fatty tissue
phantoms made by the commonly used recipes in the
literature. First, we have conducted a numerical simulation of
acoustic wave time of flight on the conventional acoustic
property testing method. We found that the acoustic
attenuation values from the in-water bistatic methods included
additional energy loss and uncertainties such as reflections and
dispersion. The additional energy loss and the uncertainties
increased measured attenuation values from the technique.
The in-air monostatic methods we suggested from the
simulation decreased additional energy loss significantly;
therefore, the tested values are closer to actual attenuation
values. Another way to avoid overestimating the attenuation
values for the in-water bistatic experiment is to move the
sample closer to the transducer and detector to ensure that the
distance between the sample, transducer, and detector is less
than 1/4 of the operating wavelength to achieve maximum
transmissivity. Second, we have characterized attenuation and
frequency dispersion in some commonly used fatty tissue
phantoms, which were barely discussed in the existing
literature. Including acoustic dispersion, frequency-dependent
sound velocity, and attenuation, the similarities of the fatty
tissue phantoms and the fatty porcine samples were compared
with each other. The results concluded that the involved fatty
tissue phantoms offered comparable group velocity and
frequency dispersion around 1 MHz operating frequency.
Nevertheless, the fatty porcine sample’s acoustic attenuation
still exceeded the tissue phantoms’ range in terms of pulse
envelope and its frequency components. These additional
acoustic characterizations can combine with post-processing
techniques and enhance the resolution of ultrasound imaging
in a lab environment at the current stage. Last, we performed a
proof-of-concept ultrasound imaging experiment with one of
the characterized fatty tissue phantoms and some biomasses.
By weakening the attenuation and dispersion effects via signal
processing, the quality of the ultrasound images was clearly
improved.

■ APPENDIX
The acoustic monitoring on agar, gelatin, and silicone rubber
posted is shown in Figure A1.
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